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Summary

This study of Automating Maintenance Instructions (AMI) focuses on the interface between the geometry of the device and the verbal description of the maintenance actions required for the human maintainer (currently Technical Orders). The interface issues are discussed in the context of requirements for geometric models and for the language (text) generation needed to accurately describe these maintenance actions. This report is organized into six main sections, two case studies, recommendations, a glossary of terms, and references. First we discuss the implications of object geometry on maintenance modeling and argue for the consideration of human task activities as an essential component of maintenance procedure planning and instructions. Then we introduce the language generation issues, including distinctions between state-space, kinematic, dynamic, and process control terms. We describe the lexical semantics that is necessary for the generation of precise and accurate verbal instructions. Since instructions will be executed sequentially, an important element of the instruction is specific information with respect to its completion or culmination, and culminating conditions are discussed in detail. The actual text of an instruction is created through processes of text generation and planning. The method by which the same planning process can be extended to include the consideration of a visual presentation of information as well is discussed, and the careful coordination that this would require. We then present the case studies involving a task where the presence of the human maintainer fixes a task ordering that is not determined solely from the geometry data. The animation study addresses collision detection and access requirements over the geometry. The language study looks at the same example from the sentence generation perspective and focuses on lexical choice and precise object description. Finally, we summarize our AMI recommendations.
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1 Introduction

"Here is the machine, isolated in time and in space from everything else in the universe. It has no relationship to you, you have no relationship to it..."

The life-cycle of a complex machine such as an aircraft has a long maintenance "tail" where it must be operated and serviced by personnel other than the original manufacturing team. The job of the technical order author is to recast the "as built" design into discrete repair and replacement tasks that are undertaken periodically or as required by design changes, mission requirements, or equipment failure. The manuals that describe such activities are currently written by authors with some technical knowledge of the systems, possibly former maintainers themselves, but the task is both tedious and subtle. The instructions must be precise enough to be executed, easy to understand at the required maintainer education level, and ordered correctly to insure safety to crew and equipment.

Robert Pirsig's observation above arises in his criticism of technical maintenance manuals. The matter is relevant here. If we consider only the machine itself - its form and position - we will fail to take into account the fact that maintenance is done by people. The relationships between the machine and its operation and maintenance are not purely abstract; rather, we must understand how people effect the actions and how the system itself operates and responds to those actions. Accordingly, this study of Automating Maintenance Instructions (AMI) focuses on the interface between the geometry of the device and the human maintainer. The interface issues are discussed here in the context of requirements for geometric models and for the language (text) generation needed to accurately describe maintenance actions.

This report is organized into six main sections, two case studies, recommendations, a glossary of terms, and references. Section 2 discusses the implications of object geometry on maintenance modeling and argues for the consideration of human task activities as an essential component of maintenance procedure planning and instructions. Section 3 introduces the language generation issues, including distinctions between state-space, kinematic, dynamic, and process control terms. Section 4 introduces lexical semantics: how verbs and their linguistic context carry information about tasks and their execution. Since instructions are executed sequentially, it is necessary to understand or infer when an instruction is completed. The actual text of an instruction is created through processes of text generation and planning in Section 5. A system that combines visual and verbal outputs is discussed in Section 6. The case studies involve a task where the presence of the human maintainer fixes a task ordering that is not determinate solely from the geometry data. The animation study, Section 7, addresses collision detection and access requirements over the geometry. The language study, Section 8, looks at the same example from the sentence generation perspective. Finally, Section 9 summarizes our AMI recommendations.

2 CAD Models and Human Figures

The goal of this project is to assess technological approaches to the rapid production of correct procedure descriptions that an agent must follow to perform a specific maintenance task. Given the sorts of tasks an aircraft maintainer must perform, any computational system that aids in developing instructions must have an appropriate level of understanding of the affected systems. Moreover, as aircraft systems are serviced through the manual efforts of the maintainer, an understanding of the human presence and its limitations must also be factored into the instruction set. We address these two issues in this Section: extending geometric CAD models with the information necessary to manipulate them and developing an action representation compatible with and supportive of human modeling technologies.

2.1 The Object Removal Task

We will start with a brief review of one formalization of the object removal task in the Automated Maintenance Manual Production system (AMMP) as described by Hoffman, Keshavan, and Lankford. Their system treats the problem essentially as a geometric search problem. (Interestingly enough, this
framework is very similar to the generic case-based planning model\(^2\). In AMMP the disassembly of a set of components is based on known or computed motion freedoms. If the feasible motions (translations and rotations) are not known or given, they may have to be computed by geometry and/or functional agents. The nature of these agents (some heuristic, some mathematical) is not crucial here, but the results of their calculations are movement "facts" that can be used by the spatial planner.

Given that the movement freedom can be ascertained, part moves can be characterized through collision, escape, line up, and step aside actions. These "steps" are then used to compute candidate disassembly sequences. In addition to these formal moves, properties of the emergent subassemblies are computed to assess feasibility, including part stability and tool reachability. The stability checks the center of mass of a component against the convex hull of its extent. This appears to be a weak heuristic to check that the maintainer would not experience a sudden torque once the component is freed. This heuristic does not take into account the actual mass distribution of the assembly parts nor the actual maintainer strength (and reaction) capability. AMMP does a reachability check, but does not appear to utilize a human model, though tool access is considered — provided one supplies the tool.

In order to judge alternative disassembly solutions, AMMP uses a variety of "ordering relations" such as piece count, remoteness, moved count, and cost. These relations are used by the heuristic search planner with the goal of providing a minimum step procedure relative to the given cost functions.

AMMP is notable in that it attempts to work directly from the CAD data without operator notations. There are assumptions made about motion degrees of freedom, fasteners (as component contacts), object rigidity, and mass distribution for stability that may be more heuristic than actual. The essence of the planning process, however, could form the basis of a much more robust system if additional knowledge were encoded. Of course, selected operator (or "intelligent software agent") interventions—such as tagging fasteners—would also help speed up the planning process without burdening the TO author with all the mental spatial manipulations which AMMP can perform.

Although AMMP can reason over tools and their accessibility (and presumably, any necessary range of motion), it does not appear to consider human access. While a hand could presumably be defined as a tool, the flexibility of the hand in reaching confined spaces and then conforming to the grasped object geometry seems a capability well beyond the AMMP spatial planner. Moreover, AMMP does not attempt any deeper understanding of the functionality of the system it is disassembling, and therefore can fail to order steps that depend on such understanding, for example, to close a valve on a pressurized line before removing a downstream component. The heuristic geometric algorithms in AMMP would nonetheless appear to be a good foundation for the automated geometric reasoning component of procedure step generation.

2.2 The Maintenance Problem from the CAD Perspective

For the AMI project more information is needed than just geometric shape of objects and the part or assembly hierarchy. We examine what sorts of information might be needed and how it could be specified or obtained semi-automatically. We will show how this added information is connected with the actions or processes involved in maintenance activities.

Component geometry data at one or more levels of geometric detail is usually provided by the manufacturer. A detailed level would encompass information needed for fabrication, engineering analysis, and so on. A coarser level of detail might suffice for a representative view drawing or maintenance access planning. The geometry itself may be represented as collections of planar polygons or curved surface patches (Boundary Representation) or as combinatorial volumes (Constructive Solid Geometry). Numerous software systems exist for the creation and manipulation of such geometric data for CAD applications.

Various schemes have been proposed for sharing geometry data across applications, vendors, or systems, such as IGES, PDES/STEP, CORBA, and VRML. The present state of database exchange through any of these systems is relatively primitive as there is negative pressure on vendors to provide their proprietary properties or functionality through common interfaces, hence such interchange formats tend to focus on the lowest common denominator across representations. Even large-scale industry efforts to organize interchange formats (as all the above list represent) has failed to make universal impact on database
portability. The so-called Product Data Model tends to be user- or company-specific and little interpretation outside the vendor's suite of compatible tools can be expected.

Given this backdrop, often characterized as "islands of automation," any expectation that CAD data alone will help TO generation appears tenuous. The major CAD data omissions include:

- The appropriate level of detail for maintenance manipulation. What detail is necessary for manufacturing may be excessive for maintenance planning. While decimation procedures exist for transforming detailed models into simpler (fewer polygon) models, there is as yet no established scheme for identifying and labeling the maintenance-relevant features in the process.

- Information on assembly-relevant features, including mating and manipulation features. What features are important for machining, engineering design, and structural integrity may be quite separate and different from features needed for part removal, hand grips, restraining devices, alignment indicators or keys, text labels, and contents.

- Function, state, and operation models. Information on the contents and operation of a system may be crucial to the safe and proper ordering of procedure steps.

Although some CAD databases contain some of these additional features, they are not widely recognized enough to have warranted significant industry expenditures on externally accessible formats. For example, PDES/STEP has an extensive "form feature" specification, but it is almost completely devoted to manufacturing features (holes, bosses, filets, etc.). Large-scale real-time simulation systems utilize multiple levels of detail for objects in order to help optimize transformation and display costs but do not require manipulation labels.

Recent CAD software products such as DesignWave from ComputerVision and SolidWorks from Bix go part way toward more integrated views of 3D modeling: they basically equate components and assemblies (thus allowing convenient hierarchic part structures) and offer underlying constraint engines that manage part shape in the design context. These and other PC-based CAD systems provide hooks for designer-supplied application data which, in the Microsoft Windows environment, can be easily copied to other applications such as spreadsheets, visualizers, or Word documents. Unfortunately, the features that are natively supported include manufacturing processes such as profiling, extruding, making holes, hollowing, etc. On the more positive side, the ability to name surfaces or features such as "bottom," "side," and "fixturing-area" is a small but encouraging step toward better feature labels for AMI.

Outside the mainstream industrial CAD products, various research groups from both Artificial Intelligence and Computer Graphics have endeavored to design object representations that capture notions of object use and functionality. These are often termed "knowledge bases" to indicate that they contain the sort of information that a person might need to know in order to use, manipulate, operate, or otherwise reason about the object. Essentially, AMI requires a knowledge base plus suitable geometric CAD data. The knowledge needed goes beyond the CAD features available today. We must look to the human tasks themselves and determine what additional information and knowledge they require.

2.3 Beyond Geometry

It is important to understand why mere geometric reasoning — and even the addition of a human model — is not in itself sufficient for instruction generation. There are two crucial observations, already alluded to above:

- Form features are considered geometric constructions and constraints.

- Operations on assemblies consist of actions which must consider three aspects of manipulation: kinematics (translation and rotation), dynamics (rate, torque, and force), and process functions (contents and roles).

The conclusion we draw is that geometric considerations yield only kinematic actions. To obtain the full range of essential maintenance actions — and hence to generate suitable instructions — the dynamic and process relationships between components must be considered. Since form features are geometric, we require features that relate to the dynamic and process properties of the assembly. It is therefore not
surprising that CAD modelers do not give us the data needed to promote AMI. The very use of the phrase form features as part of the product data model should trigger this realization. The features that we need should be given new names. For want of existing terms, we propose to use manipulation features and function features.

2.4 From Procedure Steps to Human Actions

Even if we have a precise mathematical description of the component and tool paths that would be needed for disassembly, that numerical data must be transformed into human readable and understandable instructions. While mechanics tells us that a rigid object may only be translated and rotated, the terms that people use to describe manipulation tasks are often strength- and effort-based and therefore far richer and expressive. So simply listing the ordered steps from a geometric disassembly planner does not by itself create instructions. What is needed is a representation that maintains sufficient knowledge about the objects and processes involved to aid in selecting suitable textual terms that describe human actions.

If human modeling systems are to be expected to execute the expanded set of actions required by dynamic and process models, then the appropriate movement generators and synchronization mechanisms should be built. We have experimented with strength-guided motion and motion dynamics simulation. Such tools can be used to judge task feasibility and human resource (strength and torque) requirements. Likewise, we have developed programming tools such as PaT-Nets to help synchronize human actions with external events such as might be produced by a process model. In some relevant experiments, we controlled the selection and timing of human actions based on events happening in a shop floor (assembly line) discrete simulation system that we developed. These could be extended to the maintenance domain where various diagnostic tests must be executed by multiple individuals and coordinated in both time and state: for example, testing cockpit controls that are linked to systems activated elsewhere in the aircraft requires coordinated tasks by two agents as well as a process model of the system states.

Maintenance actions described in Technical Orders have a structure which is parallel and hierarchic. One or more agents may be involved in a task, but even one agent may be doing two or more things simultaneously with her hands. Tasks are hierarchic in the sense that to perform one step a sequence of sub-steps must be accomplished, and so on until the recursion grounds out at elementary skills, hand motions, etc. We conjecture that one of the major difficulties in planning maintenance instructions is not just in the decomposition into the action hierarchy (as AMMP was doing) but the proper identification of parallel steps. These have various linguistic manifestations (as we will examine later) such as "while" and "so that" clauses. Often the actions will describe the movement and/or the result to be sensed or checked as a culminating condition. For the present discussion it is important to note only the structure implications of both parallel and hierarchic representations for procedures.

In a previous report we proposed a Parameterized Action Representation (PAR) as a mechanism for storing action descriptions suitable for both simulation (animation) and language generation. The PAR thus serves as an "interlingua" for different input and output forms. In particular, PAR mediates actions in terms of kinematic, manipulation, dynamic, and process features. This means that we need to construct a lexicon of PAR instances for the objects and actions involved in maintenance procedures. While the initial cost of doing this may appear to be high, it is possible that case-based reasoning from pre-existing Technical Orders can be used to establish databases for new maintenance procedures. An alternative approach worth pursuing in the future is the "just-in-time" generation of (skeletal) PARs from pre-existing TO instructions. The expected advantage to this would be the focusing of processing resources on those aspects of the task description most salient to both the process steps and the maintainer actions. This hypothesis must be tested in practice, however, through Natural Language processing of existing TO's into PAR form.

First we will briefly describe the PAR for agents and objects. Then we will comment on the problem of obtaining suitably enriched CAD object representations for task animation.
2.5 Parameterized Action Representation (PAR)

PAR is a representation structure for procedures integrating expression in language, planning, and animation. The top-level type in the representation is the parameterized action; we call it "parameterized" because an action depends on its participants (agent and objects) for the details of how it is accomplished. For instance, opening a door and opening a window will involve very different behaviors on the part of the agent. The subparts of a parameterized action can refer to particular aspects of the agent and objects as part of their meaning. The PAR is therefore intended to help capture agent processes (actions) as a function of the objects being manipulated. Clearly a feature-based object representation will be advantageous in allowing an action to be expressed in terms of object features no matter how those features are actually configured in the object geometry. The PAR is an object-oriented structure for process and action description and execution and consists of several data fields:

\[
\text{type parameterized action = (agent: agent representation; objects: sequence object representation; applicability conditions: sequence disjunctive-queries; culmination conditions: sequence disjunctive-sensor-queries; spatiotemporal: spatiotemporal specification; manner: manner specification; subactions: actions).}
\]

Figure 1 Parameterized Action Representation (PAR) structure

2.5.1 Agents

The human agent is the distinguishing feature between an action and a mere process. It specifies which agent is carrying out the process described in the rest of the representation. For AMI we assume that the agent refers to a human model of a maintainer.

PAR agent types and PAR object types are very similar in concept, except that the agent type has some extra fields which also describe the behaviors of the agent which would influence some of its actions.

\[
\text{type agent representation = (coordinate-system: site; state: state space; rel-dir: relative directions; special-dir: special directions; grasp-sites: sequence site; capabilities: sequence actions-and-applicability; nominals: sequence value-ranges).}
\]

\[
\text{type actions-and-applicability = (action: parameterized action; applicability: sequence disjunctive-queries).}
\]

Figure 2 Agent Representation structure

For each instance of the agent type, a list of actions that the agent is capable of performing is specified. The agents can also be considered to be capable of playing different roles. For each role, the agent performs different actions. So, instead of maintaining one long list of actions, we could group these actions under different roles. For example, the actions involved while driving a car, such as grasp a steering wheel, sit with foot on the accelerator pedal, etc., would be grouped under the "car-driver" role. Each of the listed actions is a primitive action. Unlike for the objects, each action is associated with a set of applicability conditions (test for reachability, etc) which check if the action can be performed by the agent. If not, another set of primitive actions is generated for that agent which have to be completed before the current action can be performed. Since agents have capabilities, different agents are easily represented.

Linking PAR to individualized agents defined by DEPTH or Jack anthropometry software, for example, only requires that the graphical agent be able to execute the primitive actions with any appropriate
parameters. Primitive actions available in Jack, for example, include walk to, reach for, look at, grasp, and lift. Additional primitive actions may be established by manually constructing (authoring) motions or by motion capture. While direct motion playback is sometimes possible, it is far more likely that the motion has parameters and will have to be executed in a spatial context different from that of its origin. In other words, the parameters may define local adjustments to a primitive movement: the final orientation for a walk, the target point in space for a reach, the rung spacing for ladder-climbing, and so on. Another important class of movement parameters is the agent’s body anthropometry: movements created for one agent usually will not do the same thing on another. Parameterizing arbitrary movements across different agents remains a research topic, primarily because there is no obvious way to automatically determine which components of the movement are fixed by the environment and which by the body’s own structure.

2.5.2 Objects

The PAR object type is defined explicitly for a complete representation of a physical object. Each object in the environment is an instance of this type.

```
type object representation =
  (reference-coordinate-system: site;
   state: state space;
   rel-dir: sequence relative direction;
   special-dir: sequence special direction;
   grasp-sites: sequence site;
   actions: sequence parameterized action).
```

type site =
  (position: real vector;
   orientation: real vector).

type state space =
  (position: real vector;
   velocity: real vector;
   acceleration: real vector;
   force: real vector;
   torque: real vector).

type relative direction =
  (name: (front, back, left, along, inside);
   value: real vector).

type special direction =
  (name: string;
   value: real vector).

Figure 3 Object Representation structure

The state field of an object describes a set of constraints on the object which leave it in a default state. The object continues in this state until a new set of constraints are imposed on the object by an action which causes a change in state. The other important fields are the reference coordinate frame, a list of grasp sites, and directions defined with respect to the object. Some, but not all, of these may be expected as part of a CAD product data model. For example, it is likely that the relative direction information can be obtained directly from the CAD data but it is unlikely that grasp sites would be. The benefit of the PAR is that we can specify why we need this additional object information — it is needed for the understanding of maintenance actions.

For each instance of the object type, a set of actions is defined. Each of these actions can be further described as a group of one or more actions. Also, the objects can be represented hierarchically. This allows us to describe actions for a class of objects rather than for every object. The actions are defined at
the highest possible level in the object tree. So the action field in an instance of the object type could point to a description or to the parent. None of these actions are likely to be obtained from a CAD model. The information, however, should not be difficult to define and need be done only when a new object class is generated. Automatically generating actions from CAD geometry (and necessary PAR object data) is an interesting future research project. A possible approach to this problem is presented in Section 2.7.

2.6 Maintainer Accessibility, Interference, and Performance

Accessibility and interference checking define a crucial role for human models. It is not sufficient to check only that a tool can be inserted and that there is clearance for the tool actuation (such as a sufficient rotation range for a wrench). There must be quantitative evidence that the maintainer can actually reach the tool or her hand to the necessary position and perform the manipulation actions. The preparatory (insertion) and extraction phase of a maintenance step may force both additional steps to remove obstacles that do not directly interfere with the target part but that restrict body access. For example, a nut at the end of a long channel may simply be out of reach for the maintainer even with the typical arsenal of tool extenders. Likewise part extraction can be confounded by obstacles outside the immediate assembly (such as an access door that is too small for the part to pass through) or maintainer limitations (such as inadequate strength or hand width to safely grasp and extract the part). Moreover, all these actions must be feasible for all maintainers across expected size and strength variations. The use of human modeling simulation tools as such as DEPTH and Jack along with maintenance access solid generation is essential for such accessibility checking.

There are several complex issues remaining in establishing human modeling inputs to advance automation of technical instructions.

- Human modeling systems need better interference-avoidance path planning, in particular, effective algorithms for reach planning in complex environments. While the TO author might be better experienced to analyze a reach and remove task, there is nothing inherently impossible in automating the geometric part of the planning process; geometric searches may just be computationally slow. (Some promising new randomized (probabilistic) techniques may be very helpful in the high-dimensional configuration spaces encountered in maintenance access situations.) The main challenge is in establishing the maintainer’s effective strength in a particular (contorted) posture. A secondary challenge is validating the access plan over the likely range of maintainer anthropometry — developing geometric planners which work with size intervals may be an untouched problem.

- The user may have to use experience to associate the proper tool with the process step. This should be obtained from part feature knowledge. Also, the AMI user may have to decide whether a second assisting hand access (from the same or another maintainer) is needed. Data on strength requirements and safety margins can help determine whether such instructions should be considered.

- Object-specific tools and grasps are not always specified in Technical Orders. It is apparently left to the maintainer to establish the pragmatics of the task based on training or prior experience. Better object feature notations will help, but ultimately the intricate hand movements of a maintainer will not be modeled so that generate clearances should be considered in the design phase.

- Since the design is fixed by the time instruction steps are produced, it cannot be the function of the T.O. author to debug the design. What the T.O. author should do is warn the maintainer of possible hazards by generating text that focuses on safe handling by noting avoidance of sharp parts, pinch points, greased surfaces, delicate subparts, and so on. These cautions and warnings may be developed for general classes of situations and inserted in the T.O. as required. The challenge is to distinguish practice (and thus the choice of words in the actual instruction) from general cautions and warnings. While a case-based approach might help, we know of no study that has yet established differentiation criteria.

2.7 System Level Understanding

We have already argued that maintenance planning is not simply a geometry problem: Disassembly or assembly of components requires knowledge of geometry, structure, function and action:
The geometry and maintenance features necessary for manual handling.

The hierarchic structure and connection constraints of mechanical components.

Component contents, such as hydraulic fluid, fuel, and electricity, and consequent function, such as pump, reservoir, conduit, valve, switch, etc.

Human actions that carry out the part motions, and which are sensitive to accessibility, interference, and adequate strength.

Restating this another way, instruction planning is the creation of a correct ordering for component removal which converts the geometric data, maintenance features, and structural hierarchy into steps that respect content (function) integrity or safety, and allow successful maintainer access. The influence of functional constraints are crucial, since they are directly related to action term (verb) choice, cautions, and warnings relevant to system maintenance. We recommend that extensions to the PAR in this area be pursued in a subsequent study.

An approach to obtaining the necessary PAR data for each of these aspects of maintenance planning is through software agents. Rather than try to compute a complete representation of all possible object feature data, it seems more reasonable to work on an "as-needed" basis. Software agents can be launched on raw CAD data to ascertain necessary manipulation and maybe some function features. The technology to do this is not impossible, but it is clear that such agents must be designed to consider human (maintainer) capabilities as well as structure, geometry, and function. Agents ask for user assistance or evaluation as needed while they process.

- Polygon decimation to reduce geometric detail.
- Spatial analysis and planning to determine motion freedom, as in the AMMP system, and maintenance access solids.
- Feature analysis for edges, grasp sites, and stability regions. Tool selection based on fastener data (as is done in DEPTH).
- Schematic diagram representations correlated with geometric components via existing CASE tool databases or engineering simulations.

(The usefulness of the last one is noted in another AMI report: integrated technology (mechanical, electrical, hydraulic propulsion) systems are common in the aircraft environment.) Of course, these agents must be developed, designed, and coded within an overall software agent architecture. The information they gather in the service of the PAR database can underlie any user interface for T.O. automation.

3 Language Issues

Natural Language Generation (NLG) is a support technology for human-computer dialogue in particular and for any communication in general. Applications of NLG include text summarization, explanation in complex decision support, instruction, and consistent multi-lingual communication.

Work in Natural Language generation is continually attacking harder and harder problems, whose solutions are ever more useful. One of these involves generating effective instructions from rich models of actions and of the situations in which they are being performed. This requires producing clear, concise and effective descriptions of entities and actions—descriptions that go beyond what current technology is able to produce. Work in this area, however, will complement and enhance the general body of techniques available for Natural Language generation.

The four main language-related issues involved in generating maintenance instructions are:

- Identifying the features needed in a task specification adequate for producing all relevant aspects of Technical Orders (T.O.);
- Identifying the features of the language used in T.O.s;
- Building and organizing the lexical resources needed for generating T.O.s;
- Constructing the NL generation procedures needed to produce T.O.s.

(There are also general system-related issues such as the problem of how users can collaborate with a system in authoring instructions, including editing automatically generated text and having that reflected in subsequent interactions, and the problem of how generated text could be made to conform to standards of vocabulary and usage.)

3.1 Generating Action Descriptions

There are three main factors determining the language-related needs of automated maintenance instructions, the first being the genre of the text in which it occurs:

Narrative, explanation and instruction each has a different purpose and this affects what is conveyed about actions. Narratives are intended to describe what has happened, usually in connection with agents who undertake the actions and/or experience their effects. The reader of a narrative therefore only needs to know as much about an action as will allow them to understand the agents’ behavior and responses. Explanations involving actions are intended to support an agent’s decision-making. The recipient of an explanation therefore needs to know all and only those characteristics of an action that might affect their choice (e.g., how long the action takes to perform, its likelihood of success, etc.). Instructions, on the other hand, are intended to enable agents to perform an action themselves and to do so correctly. The recipient of an instruction therefore needs to know everything about an action that may be relevant to correct performance. This shapes, in part, the kind of communicative goals that must be satisfied in the action descriptions that are generated.

A second feature affecting the descriptive features of an action description is the complexity of the action’s conceptualization. This ranges from a simple state-space conceptualization, to conceptualizations in terms of kinematics, dynamics and process control.

3.1.1 Action Descriptions in State-Space Terms.

The same action can be conceptualized in different ways. The simplest way of viewing an action is just in terms of its input-output characteristics. These can be called state-space action descriptions, since they can be modeled with a state-space representation such as STRIPS operators or situation calculus functions. Such action descriptions simply indicate (either explicitly or implicitly) what must be true prior to the action and what will hold afterwards. The action itself is viewed as atomic: its internal characteristics over time are not considered. For example, the following instructions conceptualize the actions of positioning and releasing in state-space terms, referring only to the goal state and the atomic action needed to bring it about:

a. Position engine feed switch to off.

b. Release fuel hot switch.

The verbs that occur in these action descriptions are typically simple verbs indicating simple changes-of-state such as turn off, turn on, start, stop, switch on, switch off, etc. As illustrated in the example, a verb indicating causation of change-of-location, position, can also be used. These would all be described as achievements, indicating a moment in time that signals the occurrence of a new state. The assumption is that the focus of the description is on the new state, rather than the process that achieved it.

3.1.2 Action Descriptions in Kinematic Terms.

Where more of an action’s characteristics over time are relevant to its correct performance and intended outcome, a state-space conceptualization and representation may be inadequate.

What may be required is a conceptualization and representation of an action in terms of its kinematic properties—properties of movement, including path, goal, object orientation during path, object orientation at goal, manner of movement, and temporal bounds. For example,
c. Shove the armature assembly into the hole of the gear case with the fan end down. 
(goal, orientation during path)

d. Place the field case in the fixture so that the slot faces you. 
(goal, orientation at goal)

e. Slowly open adapter assembly valve. 
(manner of motion)

f. Support position shall be maintained until bolts have been torqued. 
(temporal bounds)

As already noted, it is not the action itself that is either state-space or kinematic, just its specific conceptualization and representation.

While an action may usually be conceived of in state-space terms, when its kinematic properties are relevant to its performance, it will be described in kinematic terms. For example,

g. When power switch is positioned to on, only ready light should come on. If either of other lights come on, reset switch shall be momentarily depressed. 
(temporal bounds)

3.1.3 Action Descriptions in Dynamic Terms.

A kinematic conceptualization and representation may itself be inadequate. Instead, what may be required may be a conceptualization and representation in terms of dynamic properties (properties involving force). But forces themselves are not visible and people find it hard to monitor them directly. Rather they are monitored in terms of the effects they have on other things, and these effects are what are commonly specified in instructions. Moreover, the difficulty in monitoring forces also makes it easier to perform an action incorrectly. Thus, when forces are involved, effective action descriptions often include indications of

- perceivable target and path conditions that an agent can and must monitor for so as to adjust force accordingly, and
- the consequences of those conditions not holding, so the agent knows what action to take if they don't.

h. Engage bolts. Tighten as required to clamp up and fair in cover to match adjacent structure with no looseness in joint. 
(target conditions)

i. Evenly torque four nuts to 110-140 inch-pounds. 
(path conditions, target conditions)

3.1.4 Action Descriptions in Process Control Terms.

Finally, even a dynamic conceptualization and representation may not suffice. Instead, what may be needed is a conceptualization and representation in terms of the control they exert over processes that can act as independent forces, whose behavior in response to the agent’s action the agent must monitor. Describing such actions for the purpose of enabling an agent to perform them correctly often then requires connecting the agent’s actions with the processes they effect either intentionally or contingently. This may involve indicating process conditions that must be monitored for (both intended conditions and ones indicating problems) and actions to be taken in each case. Below, example j merely indicates the presence of an independent process. Example k indicates the intended condition (brought about by an independent process) that must be monitored for.
j. Loosen pressure adapter assembly nut and allow nitrogen in service line to escape.

k. Monitor fuel indicator until indicator reads 150-400 pounds in each reservoir.

Note that from the perspective of choosing verbs to use in realizing action descriptions, one particular class may be more natural to use to describe an action at one level of complexity than at another, as discussed in Section 4.4.

Aspectually, a verb may be inherently momentary or durative, and it may or may not have particular consequences (changes of state) associated with it. As shown in [17], these two dimensions determine the different types of actions, which are shown in the following table along with verbs that express each type of action:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>momentary</th>
<th>durative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+conseq</td>
<td>achievement</td>
<td>accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>release</td>
<td>position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-conseq</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hit</td>
<td>push</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 Aspectual characteristics of verbs

An additional factor affecting the descriptive complexity of an action description is its relationships to other actions. Such relations can be exploited to generate efficient descriptions. We have already shown [18, 19, 20] how purposive relations between actions (generation and enablement) can be “overloaded” in an action description, so that besides conveying purpose, a purpose clause can also convey important features of the action to be performed.

But similarity relations between actions can also be exploited—for example, to take advantage of what the listener is presumed to already be familiar with:

- Grimsy lustres can be washed in the same way as other glass objects, but either remove the metal parts first, or dry them very carefully afterwards.
- Use neat washing-up liquid to remove any stubborn patches, then rinse off and dry carefully. Plastic laminates can be wiped down in the same way but should be rinsed well to avoid streaking.

In the above examples, actions are described in terms of components added to an action procedure that the listener is presumed already familiar with. In other examples, actions are described in terms of modifying the manner of another action.

- Tape the unglued section of the joint, but not too tightly.
- Push firmly, but don’t force the drill to cut too fast.

3.2 Previous NL Generation Work

To date, work in Natural Language generation involving action descriptions has been done for the purpose of generating instructions and has viewed actions solely in state-space terms. Even Dale’s seminal PhD thesis on instruction generation [21], which took a recipe for making butter bean soup as its model, explicitly excluded from its consideration all features of actions that could not be described in state-space terms (italicized text below):

Soak the butter beans, then drain and rinse them. Peel and chop the onion and potato; scrape and chop the carrots; slice the celery. Melt the butter in a large saucepan and add the vegetables. Sauté them for 7-8 minutes, but don’t let them brown, then add the butter beans, water or stock, the milk and the bouquet garni. Simmer gently, with the lid half on the saucepan, for about 1 ¼ hours, or until the butter beans are tender. Remove the
herbs, and liquidize the soup, stir in the cream, and add the sea salt, freshly ground black pepper and nutmeg to taste. Reheat the soup, but don't let it boil. Serve each bowl sprinkled with croutons.

The instructions generated consisted of a sequence of what appear to be state-state descriptions:

... Slice the celery. Melt the butter. Add the vegetables. Saute them. Add the butter beans, the stock and the milk. Simmer. Liquidize the soup ...

However, even these are not all truly state-space descriptions, since "saute" and "simmer" are activities over time and have no intrinsic culmination. To actually do what is intended, their termination conditions must be conveyed as well.

While for many applications outside the realm of maintenance instructions (e.g. instructions filling out forms or for using consumer software), state-space descriptions may suffice22 23 for generating maintenance instructions, one must consider a range of issues involved in realizing more complex conceptualizations.

4 Lexical Semantics

In this section we discuss the ways in which words can be formed into sentences in order to precisely convey the types of actions that are necessary to perform maintenance activities. Initially we only consider linguistics issues, and do not discuss the coordination of these sentences with visual output until Section 6.

4.1 Verb Classes

In recent linguistic literature, authors such as Levin and St. Dizier have made attempts to classify verbs in terms of their semantic properties24. The goals of these efforts have been to identify semantic factors which influence and correlate with syntactic behavior. This has resulted in the identification of useful components of meaning, which are on the one hand linguistically encoded in structures such as the lexical entries of verbs or grammatical constructions, but have on the other hand great relevance for the representation of actions in the world. These components include:

- exertion of force: requires a magnitude of force which in turn can affect speed and distance or change of location
- directed motion: requires a trajectory
- contact: requires respective location points
- change of location of an object: requires a path for the object

4.2 Action Hierarchies

Verbs can be represented in a lattice that allows semantically similar verbs, such as all motion verbs, to be closely associated with each other, with a higher level node that captures the properties these verbs have in common. Many of the actions appearing in F-16 corpus39 can be categorized as change-of-state verbs or verbs of exertion of force (see Figure 5). Change-of-state verbs can involve either simple discrete change (e.g., turn on generator set) or continuous change such as change of orientation or location (motion). Most of the motion verbs in the corpus describe manner of motion controlled by an external agent (e.g., slide and rotate). In contrast to simple change-of-state verbs, which are inherently bounded or telic (the endpoint of the event is specified as part of the meaning of the verb), these manner of motion verbs are unbounded or atelic and require a path prepositional phrase or some other adjunct to specify the culmination of the action. For example, slide is inherently atelic, but with the adjunction of a path prepositional phrase with an endpoint, slide sleeve onto air tube, the culmination of the action becomes clear. This is particularly
important when the action descriptions are instructions, since the agents following the instructions must know when to stop performing the action.

Figure 5 Actions in hierarchies inherit semantic features.

4.3 Sense Extensions

Beth Levin has defined verb classes for English that are distinguished partly by the underlying semantic components, but also by the syntactic frames in which the verbs can occur. Levin verb classes are based on the ability of a verb to occur or not occur in pairs of syntactic frames that are in some sense meaning preserving, such as John climbed the mountain, John climbed up the mountain. The fundamental assumption is that the syntactic frames are a direct reflection of the underlying semantics. The sets of syntactic frames associated with a particular Levin class are supposed to reflect underlying semantic components that constrain allowable arguments. For example, the sleeve slides easily on the elbow indicates two arguments, the sleeve, the object in motion, and the path along which it is moving, the elbow. A controlling agent can be added, John slid the sleeve easily on the elbow, creating a causative form of the verb. This is not true of all motion verbs. Mary came into the room has two arguments, Mary, the object in motion, and a description of her path, which ends when she is in the room. However, a controlling agent cannot be added, *John came Mary into the room is not acceptable. The causative form of inherently directed motion verbs such as come, leave, exit, enter, etc., is not allowed.

Many of the Levin verb classes have overlapping members, and these members highlight the shared semantic components of the classes to which they belong. The verbs that are triple listed in the carry, split and push/pull classes are push, pull, tug, yank, kick, shove. In its base sense, as a member of the push/pull class such as push is a verb of exerting force, which leads to the possibility of motion, John pushed the filing cabinet. We do not know whether or not the filing cabinet moved, but it is possible, in fact probable. In this base sense push can also appear in the conative alternation which adds the preposition at to the transitive form, John pushed at the filing cabinet. This emphasizes the force semantic component and the ability to express a recognizable "attempted" action, where any result that might be associated with the verb (e.g., motion) is not necessarily achieved. As a carry verb the possibility of motion is made a certainty by the addition of a path prepositional phrase, John pushed the box across the room. In fact, the motion is considered to be accompanied motion, in that the object and the agent traverse the same path.

The critical point is that a push/pull verb's meaning can be extended to either "attempted" action where motion of the object is ruled out, or causation of motion where motion of the object is necessary. These two extensions cannot co-occur — they are mutually exclusive, so we cannot say *John pushed at the box across the room. The carry verbs that are not also in the push/pull class, such as carry, tote and row, are more "pure" examples of the carry class and always imply the achievement of causation of motion. Thus
they can never take the conative alternation, *John toted at the bag. The subset of carry verbs that can take the conative are only those verbs that are also listed in the push/pull class.28 29

Note that when push is used as a pure verb of exertion of force (e.g., push down on forward door), it is atelic — no endpoint or bound is specified, and it is not clear when the pushing should be stopped. This information about when to stop performing the action must come from other sources (purpose clauses, “until” clauses, etc.). However, when a path prepositional phrase is added, or adjoined, as in push pin into housing, the bound is specified and no additional information is needed.

Finally, push can also be extended to a change-of-state reading by the adjunction of the adverb apart, John pushed the boxes apart.

In summary, certain syntactic frames indicate the adjunction of prepositional phrases or adverbs that provide a regular extension of meaning to the core sense of many verbs. In the same way that we associate the directed motion feature with path prepositional phrases for manner of motion verbs (and other classes, such as sound emission), we can also associate a change of state verb feature with the adverb, apart, and its adjunction onto split verbs and push/pull verbs (e.g., John pulled the components apart). In addition, the conative regularly indicates the performance of an action but not necessarily the achievement of the result which is the goal of that action. The inherent semantic components of a verb suggest which extensions of meaning are possible, and the extensions themselves may be mutually exclusive.

4.4 Action Hierarchies and Complexity of Action Descriptions

As described in Section 3.1, the complexity of an action description may range from simple state-space actions to richer conceptualizations in terms of kinematic or dynamic models. It may be more natural to use a particular class of verbs to describe an action at one level of complexity than another. Simple change-of-state verbs easily describe actions in state-space terms (turn on generator set); motion verbs readily describe kinematic aspects of an action (rotate actuator 90 degrees clockwise); and verbs of exerting force lend themselves to descriptions of the dynamics of an action (pull gently on coupling nut). Verb classes define the semantic components entailed and allowed by a verb, which affects the complexity of the actions that the verb can describe. However, as described in the previous section, the basic meaning of a verb can be extended in a variety of ways, and can thus be coerced into a more complex action description. Therefore, the complexity of action description is determined as much by the adjuncts of a verb (its usage in a sentence) as by the verb itself.

Thus, the same verb, pull, can be used to describe:

1. state-space changes, with the adjunction of apart, as in pull the components apart
2. kinematic actions, with the adjunction of a path prepositional phrase, as in pull sleeve into housing
3. dynamic actions, with the adjunction of a manner adverb, as in pull gently on coupling nut

The adjunct apart in the first example changes pull, which is inherently an activity like push, into an accomplishment with a consequent state in which the object is now “apart”.

In generating maintenance instructions automatically, it is critical for us to understand precisely the import of the verbs and their syntactic frames in order to ensure that the instructions can be followed and will achieve the desired result. This can be illustrated by examining the examples from Section 3.1 in more detail, such as example c, Shove the armature assembly into the hole of the gear case with the fan end down. Our verb classification lists shove as a push/pull verb, emphasizing its dynamic aspects. However, as mentioned above, the meaning of these verbs can readily be extended to include directed-motion through the adjunction of a path prepositional phrase which puts them in the carry class as well. In this example, that phrase is into the hole of the gear case and it indicates the goal of the path of motion of the armature assembly. The emphasis in this sentence is on the motion, or change-of-location, indicated by the shoving action. However, there must be some necessary exertion of force involved, or slide or place
would have been chosen instead of *shove*. The final location of the armature assembly should be in the hole of the gear case.

*Place* is in the same verb class as *position*, and they both normally indicate the *causation* of a *change-of-location*. However, in *Position engine feed switch to off* that *change-of-location* is insignificant, and the emphasis is on the new state of the *switch*: off. In *Place the field case in the fixture so that the slot faces you*, we have the explicit locational prepositional phrase, *in the fixture*, so the *change-of-location* of the *field case* becomes salient.

Finally, in *Slowly open adapter assembly case*, the verb *is open*, which is classed as a *change-of-state* verb — the new state of the *adapter assembly* valve will be *open*. However, *opening* and *closing* objects is a complicated process that is highly dependent on the characteristics of the object involved. For this reason, in a particular application domain, in addition to classifying *open* as *change-of-state*, we also rely on object-oriented descriptions of *open* and *close* states for all of the domain objects which include descriptions of the actions required to achieve these states. An important element in our sentence is the adverb, *slowly*, which describes the manner in which the valve opening activity must be performed. Our object-oriented action descriptions have to be parameterized to allow this type of context-dependent modification.

In all of these examples the element of time and change over time represents a significant departure from previous state-space action descriptions. The modeling of spatio-temporal characteristics of actions is a critical factor in our ability to handle these types of examples.

### 4.5 Tasks as Sequences of Complex Actions

We have focussed thus far on detailed analyses of individual actions such as rotations, slides, pushes and pulls. Actual maintenance tasks are much more complicated, and comprise several actions being performed sequentially or in parallel. PARs can capture temporal and causal relations between individual actions in the same way that PAT-Nets can, and can provide a hierarchical representation of a complete task. For instance, the most common task in the data we have examined is a removal task, as portrayed in . In 119 out of 800 cases, a removal task first involves an opening action in order to obtain access, and in all cases it also involves a removal of a specific object such as a bolt or a support. In a very few cases it involves purging actions or rotations, and it quite often involves disconnections before the removal can be accomplished. It is important for preconditions and post-conditions for each of these actions to be listed explicitly, and this is often information that is missing from the text, and cannot be automatically inferred by a natural language system. For instance, removing nuts and bolts that are behind a closed panel door cannot be accomplished without first opening that door. However, even though these actions are often listed sequentially, there is nothing in the instructions that explicitly ties the opening action to the removal action as a precondition. This type of causal linking between certain actions has to be manually inserted.
4.6 Creating a Procedure Library

As discussed above, both the objects and the actions involved in the maintenance procedures can be represented as hierarchies. This relevance of these types of hierarchies to this domain has been well established by a joint British/French project for interactive instruction definition. In designing a system that will allow for flexible application of existing procedures to new objects and new situations, it is essential that these hierarchies and the generalizations available at each level be represented explicitly. This includes the representation of the preconditions and post-conditions that allow the system to reason about optimal sequencing of actions, especially of actions that are being put together sequentially for the first time. Although existing technical order data, and the specific procedure cases that BBN can derive, provide a rich resource of typical actions, it does not provide an explicit representation of the causal and temporal links that are necessary for this type of reasoning. A system designed to adapt existing maintenance procedures to new equipment would require a rich procedure library of objects, actions, and tasks (action sequences) that allows for the inheritance of properties, preconditions, and post-conditions from more general object and action types. Creating such a procedure library will require extensive manual knowledge modeling in addition to the extraction of existing task sequences and typical actions from available resources such as technical orders.

The procedure library that we envision as a prerequisite for the task of automating maintenance procedures is given in Figure 7. It would provide a hierarchical representation of PARs for simple actions, complex actions, and sequences of actions, as well as all of the objects that are possible participants. The entire library would be cross-indexed, which would allow all objects associated with an action to be retrieved by means of the action itself, or conversely all actions associated with a particular object to be retrieved by the object. In addition to the existing technical orders, CAD models, as discussed in Section 2, would also provide a rich resource for object information. Our goal would not be to duplicate this information, but to provide appropriate links to it. Our PAR hierarchy would link the linguistic generalizations we have discussed previously with their action visualizations, and provide a seamless integration of animation and natural language. It would include information about the argument structure (participants) of each action and the process modeling requirements.

4.7 A Grammar for Automating Maintenance Instructions

Any text generation system requires a grammar. We have chosen a lexicalized grammar which combines information about words and information about their grammatical functions into a single structure - a tree. Our formalism is Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammars (LTAGs) which is a tree rewriting system as described in Joshi 1975, Schabes, Abeille, and Joshi, 1988 and Schabes, 1990. A lexicalized grammar offers the semantic preciseness of a semantic grammar without losing the generality inherent in
syntactic description. By coupling our lexicalized grammar with verb class information represented as features, each verb can state precisely its syntactic characteristics, its semantic constraints, and any relevant inheritance information, either domain dependent or domain independent.¹

The primitive elements of LTAGs are called elementary trees and are of two types: initial trees and auxiliary trees. The minimal, non-recursive linguistic structures of a language, such as a verb and its arguments, are captured by initial trees. Recursive structures of a language, such as prepositional phrases, are represented by auxiliary trees.

Elementary trees are combined by the operations of substitution and adjunction. Every tree is associated with a lexical item (or set of items) of the language, called the anchor of the tree. The tree represents the domain over which the lexical item can directly specify syntactic constraints, such as subject-verb number agreement, or semantic constraints, such as selectional restrictions, all of which are implemented as features. These features must unify at the end of parsing in order for a sentence to be grammatical. Alternative syntactic realizations of a lexical item are grouped together into tree families, and the semantic constraints automatically apply to the same arguments in the alternative trees.

There are critical benefits to lexical semantics that are provided by the extended domain of locality of the lexicalized trees. Each lexical entry corresponds to a tree that will be used to build the parse of the sentence that that item appears in. If the lexical item is a verb, the corresponding tree is a skeleton for an entire sentence with the verb already present, anchoring the tree as a terminal symbol. The other parts of the sentence, the noun phrases that occur as subject and object, will be substituted in at appropriate places in the skeleton tree in the course of the derivation. In this way the tree captures the predicate argument structure of the lexical item that is its anchor, such as a verb like disconnect, and can express specific semantic class constraints on the arguments, such as the subject being an animate agent. Features can be used to indicate that disconnect belongs to the change-of-state verb class, linking the lexical item to the action hierarchy.

4.7.1 Stylistic Characteristics of Instructions

Existing technical orders provide a useful guideline for appropriate instruction content, and stylistic and vocabulary considerations. A lexico-syntactic analysis of the verbs that occur in task order descriptions for F16 corpus reveals regularities and linguistic preferences in the descriptions of actions and instructions, which are typical of the genre. Characteristics include the subcategorization frames for verbs, with corpus-based frequency counts, the selectional restrictions on the associated verb arguments, and class membership in a domain-specific verb lattice. A distributional analysis of the corpus provides counts for different types of actions (e.g., 12 instances of turn on/off, 20 instances of turn-OBJECT-DIRECTION), as well as different manners of expressing termination/culmination of actions using purpose clauses, rotate elbow to provide clearance around valve, and until clauses, rotate until packing is exposed. In addition, domain-specific preferences of action descriptions can be recognized (e.g., slide always occurs with a directional adverb or path prepositional phrase, even though such adjuncts are not generally required in other domains).

Domain-specific characteristics of action descriptions must be combined with general grammatical principles governing verb behavior (such as allowable arguments and subcategorization frames) to generate new action descriptions that are not copied verbatim from legacy corpora, but that still conform to the stylistic requirements of the domain. As discussed in the previous section, verb classes can efficiently capture syntactic regularities useful in generating action descriptions. Semantic features of each lexical item organize the lexicon, differentiate verbs (useful in lexical choice), and constrain allowable constructions of the verbs in action descriptions.

¹ BBN's semantic grammar could be directly mapped to a lexicalized grammar representation.
4.7.2 Analyzing Example Technical Orders

We have provided detailed lexical entries for 10 verbs in the Fl6 corpus: connect, disconnect, lift, pull, push, rotate, slide, turn, turn off, turn on. These verbs split into two classes: (i) motion verbs; and (ii) change of state verbs. Change of state verbs describe an action that is intrinsically bounded - the endpoint coincides with the occurrence of the change of state, and are considered telic, as discussed above. Many motion verbs, on the other hand, do not inherently specify a termination of the motion, but simply a description of the manner of motion, so they are considered unbounded or atelic. Therefore it is much more likely for the motion verbs to co-occur with adverbs (clockwise, downward, forward), and prepositional phrases which specify a direction or path of motion, (around, into, onto, over), as well as an endpoint - a locational goal of the motion such as to the other side. In addition to path endpoints, motion verbs can also occur with modifiers such as until clauses, durative for-prepositional phrases, for 5 minutes, and adverbial amount noun phrases (three quarters of a mile, half of a turn) which offer alternative endpoint specifications.

To indicate the verb class memberships which impose these restrictions, verbs in the lexicon were marked with the features endpt + or endpt - and motion+ or motion-. Path/goal prepositions and adverbs were marked with a feature motion+ to indicate that they should adjoin onto verb trees that belong to the motion verb class, and are marked with the same feature. In contrast, until was marked to only adjoin to VPs with the feature specification: endpt - , meaning that the verb was lacking an endpoint which could be supplied by the until phrase. The adjunction of the until phrase or a to phrase would result in the verb phrase feature being changed to endpoint+, which would prevent the adjunction of another endpoint phrase. The feature motion is used to distinguish motion verbs from non-motion verbs in order to constrain what kinds of modifiers can adjoin. Path, direction, and locational goal prepositional phrases and adverbs can only occur with motion verbs.

Likewise, the feature endpt is used to characterize inherent telicity (whether an endpoint is specified as part of the meaning of the verb). Termination conditions, such as until clauses can only be adjoined to atelic verb phrases. Rotate is marked motion+ and endpoint-, since it is a manner of motion verb with no inherent culminating condition, as demonstrated by Figure 8. Disconnect, in the same figure, has the opposite feature values, endpoint+ and motion-, since as a change-of-state verb it has an inherent culminating condition, the new state, but does not indicate motion. In Figure 8, the NP (noun phrase) object node is a substitution site. By substituting an NP like assembly into that site, we generate the instruction rotate assembly. As discussed previously, motion verbs like rotate can have direction modifiers like downward. In order to constrain which PPs (prepositional phrases) and ADVs (adverbials) can adjoin to the motion + verbs, the ADVs and PPs are also marked with the motion+ feature at the VP (verb phrase) adjunction site as shown in Figure 9.

2 Obviously, telicity can be built up by various elements in the verb phrase and is not just determined by the properties of the verb alone. For example, inherently telic verbs can be made atelic (or given an iterative reading) by having a plural (unbounded) object. However, no examples of unbounded plural objects were present in the corpus examined, so this was not handled by the features.

3 Or verbs in related classes such as sound emission, which can be coerced into motion verbs.
Figure 8 Transitive elementary trees for rotate and disconnect

Figure 9 Auxiliary tree for downward

The adverbial auxiliary tree can adjoin into the VP node of the rotate verb elementary tree, resulting in the derived tree in Figure 10. Since the endpoint feature of this structure is still -, an until phrase could also be added, which would change that feature to endpoint+. The disconnect tree does not allow the adjunction of either a path/direction PP or an until/to PP, since it is motion- and already endpoint+. 
4.8 Expressing Action Termination

An important goal of the generation of natural language instructions is to describe the actions in instructions fully and accurately so that they can be carried out correctly from the description. This goal is particularly important to the generation of written instructions where "speaker" and "hearer" are separated spatially and temporally. In the case of such written instructions, the hearer does not have the opportunity to ask questions to clear up any doubts about the action to be performed and the speaker likewise does not get any feedback from the hearer about the success of the instructions. Therefore, attention must be paid to the adequacy of the instructions generated to be sure that they can be carried out correctly. However, attention must also be paid to the efficiency of the instructions. That is, all the necessary information should be included in the instructions but in an efficient, non-redundant manner. Understanding how information about an action is expressed, which constructions (linguistic structures) are used for which purposes, etc, is essential to generating instructions that describe actions both adequately and efficiently.

There is a growing body of research relevant to generating action descriptions. Researchers have characterized the problem of lexical choice, choosing the words (particularly the verb) to describe an action. Lexical choice depends on having lexical semantics (described in the previous section) for all of the possible words and constructions that could be chosen. Finding the best match between the semantics of words and what is to be conveyed is a well-known problem. Another problem that has received attention is that of the generation of referring expressions. Referring expressions are descriptions of
objects that successfully refer to (pick out) the intended objects. The description of a particular object can be different at different times in a set of instructions, depending on the other objects from which it needs to be distinguished. The work on referring expressions by Dale and Reiter\(^{56}\) is the generally accepted method of generating object descriptions and is incorporated into the SPUD generation system (see Section 5.3). Because expressions of purpose are common in action descriptions, they have also been a topic of research. Di Eugenio\(^{18}\) has looked at the sort of (limited) inferences that are used in interpreting instructions which contain purpose clauses. Her work shows how purpose clauses can constrain or modify the performance of actions -- inferences that, in generation, would allow features of an action description to be conveyed implicitly. Work by Vander Linden and others\(^{36}\) explores the range of expressions of purpose and other rhetorical relations (functional relations that hold between clauses and serve communicative goals) and has begun to formalize the situations in which each type of expression is used. Through the analysis of naturally-occurring instructional text, they have found that the action, the participants, the type of rhetorical relation, and the syntactic options available all influence the choice of expression. These issues, lexical choice, referring expressions, and rhetorical relations, all are important to generating instructions, however one important, but unexplored issue is that of expressing the termination of an action, or when an action will or should stop.

Termination information is critical for carrying out instructions correctly. As noted in Section 3.1, actions have inherent aspectual type and an action's type can convey termination information. For instance, accomplishment and achievement actions, such as removing and breaking, have inherent culmination, which is termination plus a significant change of state. Since these actions have their termination as part of their meaning, a person performing them does not need to be told when to stop doing the actions. However, some actions, such as rotating, do not have inherent termination information. These actions, called activities, need to have termination information provided along with them to form an adequate action description for an instruction. Without termination information, an instruction involving an activity will not tell the hearer when he is supposed to stop doing the action. The termination of an action can be provided explicitly, in the instruction describing the action or in following instructions, or implicitly, in the interaction of the action with other actions in the instructions. However it is provided, termination is important information to have for the performance of actions, especially those without an inherent end.

With termination information representing a vital part of instructions, understanding how termination information is expressed becomes an important part of generating adequate instructions. Existing collections of maintenance instructions can provide information about naturally-occurring expressions of termination information. Analyzing the choices of expression made in naturally-occurring instructions and the contexts in which those choices are made allows the similar choices to be made when generating similar instructions. Thus, examination of naturally-occurring maintenance instructions manifests the importance of termination information as well as its means of expression.

### 4.8.1 Characteristics of Maintenance Instructions

The analysis of naturally-occurring instructions was carried out on sets of simple step-by-step maintenance and repair instructions. The main corpora are a collection of Technical Orders for the maintenance of F-16 aircraft and the Reader's Digest New Complete Do-It-Yourself Manual.\(^{39}\) The Reader's Digest Manual is included to augment the limited number of expressions and contexts found in the F-16 instructions. In both, only the numbered step-by-step parts of the corpora have been considered rather than the longer, more complicated text, especially in notes, cautions, and warnings. These step-by-step instructions are fairly simple and straightforward and are accompanied by illustrations to show the objects involved and perhaps the desired end configurations. Restricting the instructions to the simpler step-by-step type provides a manageable collection of contexts and choices of expressions.

Many actions in the domain represented by the corpora are kinematic, that is, they are viewed as involving motion over time (see Section 3.1.2). Having kinematic, as opposed to state-space, actions means that some actions will not have intrinsic ends and thus will need explicit termination information. State-space actions, actions that are viewed as atomic changes in state such as switch, also occur in the domain but are not as interesting since they have intrinsic ends. The domain also has dynamic actions, actions viewed as involving forces. They are relatively rare but, like kinematic actions, many will not have intrinsic ends, so
they are interesting in terms of expressing the termination information. The important point is that a significant number of the actions in the domain are viewed in kinematic terms, as opposed to state-space, and thus provide an interesting set of action descriptions which have expressions of termination information.

### 4.8.2 Constructions for Expressing Termination

Every language has a limited number of ways to convey information about actions and therefore action termination. Information about an action is realized, or expressed, by many different linguistic sources, usually different parts of a sentence. For example, the basic action itself is usually expressed through the verb. As mentioned above, actions are of different types and this is reflected in the verbs that express actions. For instance, the verb \textit{remove} is considered an \textit{accomplishment} verb, which means that it has an inherent culmination. However, the type (and thus termination) of an action is determined by \textit{all} of the action information and thus linguistic expressions for each part of the action information can convey information about the type of the action as well. In addition to the verb, the arguments to the verb and additional phrases such as purpose clauses and temporal clauses (e.g., "until") reflect the type of the entire action. Interactions among these linguistic expressions also affect the type of action expressed and thus must be considered when producing an action description. The variety of realizations of termination, though limited, still provides several choices for expressing the termination of an action, all with different purposes and implications in different contexts. Choices fall into one of the following four groups:

- **Predicate-argument structure** is the verb and its required arguments. Termination conveyed by predicate-argument structure results from interaction of the verb's inherent aspectual features and the features of its arguments. Here's a simple example:

  Remove access panel 3428.

- **Optional arguments of the verb**, such as prepositional phrases for paths or locations, adverbial phrases for direction or manner, \textit{et cetera}, can also give termination information. For example:

  Rotate aerial refueling control to \textit{full counterclockwise (off) position}.

- **Additional clauses** such as \textit{until} and \textit{when} clauses, purpose clauses (including purposive \textit{and} clauses), free adjuncts, \textit{et cetera}, can provide the termination of an action. For instance:

  Slide valve aft and remove.
  Depress bleed valve sufficiently to obtain \textit{stream of fluid flow}.
  Bleed \textit{until fluid stream is free of air}.

- **Interaction between action descriptions**, that is, whether a generation or enablement relationship exists between two actions, whether one action is done for the purpose of another, \textit{et cetera}, can give the termination of an action. This group covers those sources of termination information that are not expressed linguistically but rather are assumed to be inferred by the hearer.

Optional arguments and additional clauses provide a range of constructions for the termination information of an action description. These constructions can be used together in the same sentence and thus, for any action, termination information can be provided by multiple linguistic sources. For example:

\textbf{NOTE:} \textit{To remove actuator, it will be necessary to lift actuator slightly and rotate actuator 90 degrees clockwise until sufficient clearance is obtained to disengage actuator splines.}
All of the constructions discussed above can be found in maintenance instructions, including Technical Orders (from which the above example was obtained). The context, which includes the action and situation in which it is to be performed, will determine the appropriateness of a particular construction. By analyzing different sources of naturally-occurring instructions, general correlations between expressions of termination information and the contexts in which they are used can be found and incorporated into a system for generating effective instructions.

5 Text Generation and Planning

5.1 Overview

In existing Natural Language generation systems, text generation is divided into three main stages: text planning, sentence planning, and surface realization, shown in Figure 5.1. This section briefly describes these stages.

In an interactive system that produces Technical Orders, performing these tasks requires tackling standard issues of Natural Language generation, such as organizing content into a coherent rhetorical structure and devising appropriate descriptions for objects and actions. But it also brings up issues of its own. These include the problem of how users could collaborate with the system on writing instructions, or could modify automatically generated text, and the problem of how generated text could be made to conform to standards of vocabulary and usage. We show here that both general and task-specific principles should constrain the design of a Technical Order text generation system.

5.2 Text Planning

Natural Language systems need to generate coherent text. It is not enough to decide on a collection of facts and string a description of those facts together. The facts must be organized so as to signal the causal, logical, and intentional relationships among them. One important signal of the relationships among facts is the order in which those facts are presented. Another is the explicit inclusion of special connectives, like however or in particular, at appropriate places in the text.

Using the following example, Hovy provides convincing evidence of the importance of linking information together in the right order and with the right connectives. This discourse uses an inappropriate order and is missing key connectives; it is very difficult to understand:

The system performs the enhancement. Before that, the system resolves conflicts. First, the system asks the user to tell it the characteristic of the program to be enhanced. The system applies transformations to the program. It confirms the enhancement with the user. It scans the program in order to find opportunities to apply transformations to the program.

The discourse below conveys exactly the same propositions, yet is relatively clear:

The system asks the user to tell it the characteristic of the program to be enhanced. Then the system applies transformations to the program. In particular, the system scans the
program in order to find opportunities to apply transformations to the program. Then the system resolves conflicts. It confirms the enhancement with the user. Finally, it performs the enhancement.

It presents the information in a more appropriate order, and uses connectives such as then, in particular and finally to reinforce that order.

If it is to generate coherent text automatically, a system needs a precise description of what features make discourses like the first awkward and discourses like the second coherent. One obvious difference is that the second discourse, unlike the first, describes the events in the order in which they occur. This might suggest that a generation system could produce a coherent text simply by following a few simple maxims, such as "describe events in the order they happen".

There are good reasons for a more abstract treatment of coherence in discourse, however. First, maxims have exceptions. For example, some discourses are perfectly coherent even though they introduce events out of order.

Open the access panel, but be sure the device is unplugged first.

These exceptions are often easy to explain intuitively. Here, for example, we understand the instruction as coherent because the first clause presents the main action in the instruction, and the second clause describes an auxiliary action. To elaborate concepts like main and auxiliary for a computational model, we must be explicit about what the speaker is trying to do with the text. That is, we regard opening as the main action because the clause describing it most directly contributes to the intentions the speaker has in producing the discourse in the first place.

A second reason for a more abstract treatment is that a small list of general maxims seems unlikely to cover all of the decisions that a generation system must make. For example, in the second enhancement discourse, the temporal order of actions does not completely determine the order of sentences. The second sentence describes a process that repeats at a high level; the next sentences describe the repeated events that make up this process—these events overlap with the high-level event. (Such ambiguities are particularly likely in maintenance instructions because, as noted in Section 4.4, maintenance actions have a parallel, hierarchical structure.) Again, we can easily motivate a speaker's choice in such exceptional cases, provided we can make reference to what the speaker is trying to do in the text. Here, for example, since the main point of the discourse is to describe the overall action of the system, it makes sense to put the high-level description of that action first.

Because of such considerations, researchers have argued that the intentional structure of discourse is the key to explaining what makes discourse coherent. Intentional structure formalizes the intuitive idea that sentences in discourse fit together to serve some main point that the speaker has. In the formalism, discourses are broken up into nested blocks of contiguous material, called segments, on the basis of how the material contributes to the speaker's (or writer's) intentions for presenting information. Thus, the first step in generating a coherent discourse is to make sure that adjacent information can be grouped into segments with a uniform contribution. Each segment is associated with a discourse segment purpose which describes this contribution and which the speaker expects the hearer to recognize as part of understanding the discourse. The second step in generating a coherent discourse is thus to make sure that the hearer can easily recognize the purpose of each segment. If order does not suffice, the system should insert cue words, like finally or in particular above, to help this recognition: the cue words will explicitly indicate the intentional relationships between segments. (A formal theory allows us to describe this effect to an automatic system; we can say that finally marks the concluding step in achieving the intentions of the current discourse segment, while in particular indicates that a new segment is beginning, whose purpose is to provide auxiliary information about a process or generalization which the speaker has introduced earlier and which their principal intention is to describe.)

There are two approaches, schema- and plan-based, that bring this idea to bear in Natural Language generation. Early work on text planning, pioneered at Penn by McKeown, used schemata, which represent naturally occurring patterns of discourse. For example, McKeown's schemata reflected common patterns of describing objects—in particular, naval vessels. One such schema laid out the description of a concept in terms of relating it to a more general concept, naming its parts, and listing its attributes. Schemata in McKeown's text system were implemented using an existing formalism for reasoning about
linguistic structure, *augmented transition networks* (ATNs)\(^\text{46}\), which had been developed to describe how words in sentences fit together. ATNs work by specifying sequences of actions to be taken to recognize or produce a linguistic structure; actions include a set of basic actions, and recursive actions that invoke ATNs to recognize or produce embedded constituents. In text, the basic actions are queries that retrieve particular kinds of facts from a database of general knowledge, for inclusion in the discourse; recursive actions indicate the order in which this information is to be obtained and presented in the discourse (according to an outline like the sequence *general concept, parts, attributes* given above).

The plan-based approach has been taken in much subsequent work. This work began from the observation that schema-based text planners cannot reason about the structure, content and goals of the texts they produce\(^\text{47, 48, 49}\). Such reasoning is very important for systems that must be able to answer follow-up questions, or to provide an alternative discourse, in case the user is not satisfied with or doesn’t understand the previous explanation. These systems, which include those by Hovy, Moore and Paris, and Wahlster *et al.*\(^\text{50}\), use planning operators that construct a discourse piece by piece, by keeping track of the intentions the system has and applying rules to include information to achieve those intentions. For example, in describing an object, one rule might say that the intention to describe is achieved when the hearer understands what category the object is and what special properties the object has, while other rules might spell out the motivation for the remaining content in McKeown’s schemata. These rules could be applied to generate similar texts to McKeown’s—but now, after a clarification question, the rule-based text structure could be analyzed to discover which goal failed and why. Given this goal and the reason for its failure, the system would apply alternative rules to answer the question while achieving the original descriptive goal.

As it commonly happens, there is a trade-off between the two approaches. Schemata are less powerful, but are easier to write than plan operators, and plan-based text generators (which are only in the prototype stage) are generally less efficient than text generators that use schemata\(^\text{51}\). On the other hand, plan-based approaches more directly implement the underlying theory of discourse, and therefore derive much more of the flexibility, generality and validity of the theory. Despite these differences, the two approaches are nevertheless related: you could imagine compiling plan operators in fixed combinations to derive schemata—special text plans that indicate how plan operators would be applied in normal or common situations.

In technical order generation, an important consideration in the evaluation of this trade-off is the need for users to make modifications to text when they feel it is unclear, awkward or redundant. (It is unreasonable to expect that an automatic system will always—or even ever—produce clear, polished, concise instructions.) To facilitate such modification, the rules and data structures used to generate text must be accessible and understandable to users. This suggests that a plan-based text generator may be more appropriate for Technical Order generation. In representing the intentional structure of text, plan-based generators can provide a record of why particular content was considered for presentation at a particular point in the text, why one option was judged better than its alternatives, and what the content contributed to the overall discourse. This record provides a natural representation for the technical writer to interact with. For example, the writer may often be able to correct infelicitous choices by the generator simply by selecting what the generator thought was the next-best alternative. In more complicated cases, the writer can update the specifications for planning operators to correct the reasons for the mistake and thereby improve future document generation.

### 5.3 Sentence Planning

Text planning selects and organizes the propositions, events and states that should be described in a discourse. However, text planning is typically performed at an abstract level that passes over a host of important decisions about the discourse—including, decisions about what words to use in the discourse and decisions about how to connect those words together into grammatical sentences. In Natural Language Generation, the process of making such decisions is called *realization*. This process generally involves two phases. The first phase converts the text plan from a conceptual representation (in terms of propositions, events and states) into a grammatical representation (in terms of words and abstract structural relationships). This phase is called sentence planning\(^\text{52}\); in this section, we observe that the phase of sentence planning in Technical Order generation will itself require sophisticated reasoning. The second
phase, *surface realization*, processes a representation of grammatical relationships to obtain a string of words, in the form and order that signals those relationships in the target language. We describe surface realization in the next section.

The key function of sentence planning is to select and adapt linguistic forms so that they are suitable for the local context in which they are to appear. One important issue in sentence planning is the content of definite noun phrases. Definite noun phrases need to refer uniquely to an object and thereby allow a hearer to identify the object quickly and naturally. In contrast, the internal representations of objects in computer systems are often inscrutable symbolic names, and rarely record explicitly an appropriate description of the object. Good descriptions must therefore be *constructed* as part of sentence planning. Research that addresses this problem includes\(^5\)\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\).

The content needed to refer uniquely to an object varies greatly, according to the *salience* or attentional availability of the object in context, as well as the salience of *distractor* objects with similar properties. In the best case, the object is the most salient entity of the appropriate type, and it can be described using a pronoun—with almost no content at all. On the other hand, if the object has not been mentioned in discourse at all, it may be necessary to provide a "complete description" of the object, including detailed information about its size, color, location and type. In the range of cases in between these extremes, the system must construct a reduced description, which should contain enough information to uniquely identify the object but should also be brief, so that the discourse remains clear and concise.

![Figure 12 Access panel configurations for “Open the top panel (just left of center)”](image)

We can illustrate this variation by considering how to describe the truck pictured in these three illustrations, which can be configured with a variety of different access panel arrangements.

![Figure 13 Access panel configuration for “Open the top left panel”](image)

In the first setup, the truck has a three by six array of panels; to identify one of them to open, it was necessary to say "open the top panel just left of center." In another configuration, the same panel was selected from a very sparse array of three by two panels; to identify it, it was necessary to say only "open the top left panel." Finally, in a medium array of three by three panels, this same panel was now identified...
in the instruction "open the top center panel." As described in Section 6, visual cues such as arrows or highlighting can provide alternative or supplementary methods of identifying a particular panel. The use of both visual and verbal methods of description has to be carefully coordinated. Another advantage of a plan-based approach to text planning is that, since it provides a presentation of the intentional structure of text with a record of why particular content was considered for presentation at a particular point in the text, why one option was judged better than its alternatives, and what the content contributed to the overall discourse, it can easily coordinate decisions about verbal descriptions with decisions about visual descriptions.

The SPUD sentence planner tackles such alternatives as a central part of sentence planning. The main loop of SPUD incrementally extends its partial sentence plan by an available operator, along the classic lines of AI planners. The innovation in SPUD is to combine a formal grammar that determines which operators apply, and a model of the interpretation of the partial sentence that determines how well the partial sentence fulfills SPUD's communicative goals. Each operator corresponds to a combination of a lexical item and a structural description of a syntactically correct way to use that lexical item (this is made possible by a grammar formalism based explicitly on building large trees out of smaller primitive component trees: the Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar formalism). Each operator is evaluated by coupling it with an associated semantics and pragmatics. The semantics is a representation of what it means to use that operator; the pragmatics is a representation of what circumstances are required for the operator to sound natural or appropriate. SPUD uses these two representations to determine how tightly the operator fits with the context, how much it helps the hearer identify the objects that the sentence refers to, and how much it contributes to the overall message of a sentence.

As required by the task, SPUD constructs descriptions to identify actions as well as objects. As with objects, actions must be distinguished from other possible actions. For example, if a rack has only one open configuration, you can say: "Open the rack." This is the only possible type of action in the domain that fits this description. If, however, a rack has several open configurations, you may have to say: "Open the rack to the full and upright locked position." Now there are many types of action that would count as "opening the rack" and so (just like any other object) more information is required to allow the hearer to identify which of these possibilities is intended. Again, knowing that several open configurations are available is an important cue for indicating that a visual image should accompany the verbal description.

To generate natural descriptions of objects and actions, SPUD also calculates the interactions between descriptions in a sentence. Taken together, the rack sentences provide an example of why this is needed. In the rack sentences, the description of the object of the action contributes to identifying several features of the action. In particular, once a sentence identifies which rack is being opened, properties of that rack should be taken into account as necessary to infer how the opening should occur. If you have identified a rack which clearly can only open to one position, it may be distracting or confusing to explicitly indicate how far to open it.

Another way descriptions in sentences interact is that specifying a kind of action to perform can help identify the objects the action should apply to. For example, suppose a truck like that in the figures has two racks—one on either side of the truck—but only one of these racks has a hose. Then by saying "Remove the hose from the rack" you can refer successfully to the rack with a hose in it. The action helps identify the right rack in this case: only from there can a hose be removed. For other actions, this description will not suffice (e.g. "Shut the rack")—if you intend to refer to one of the two racks, it will be necessary to identify the racks by location or by association with the hose, or by visual cues.

We can see the expression of termination conditions (discussed in Section 4.8) as a special case of interaction among descriptions in a sentence. When to stop is one of the things every instruction must describe. However, not every sentence includes an explicit until clause that indicates the termination point. As more information is included in a sentence, it becomes likely that the hearer will be able to identify the endpoint even without such a clause. This is just what we saw in Section 4.7.2; a specified path or goal allows the hearer to identify when to stop, and hence no overt description of when to stop is needed. SPUD is well-suited to modeling this kind of interaction.

Another important issue is to use controlled and consistent syntax and vocabulary. In Technical Orders, words and constructions must be used with consistent precise meanings in instruction text. For example, technical order specifications dictate that shall is to be used (in warnings/cautions) to describe correct
procedure. NL generation systems must be designed to use such specifications as part of determining which words (and syntactic constructions) they can use. SPUD expects its representation of grammar to indicate exactly such semantic and pragmatic conditions on when words and constructions are to be used; formulating these conditions appropriately will guarantee that SPUD's output conforms to specification. The corpus characteristics of existing technical orders, as described in Section 4.7.1, are an important resource for naturally occurring language that complies with these specifications.

5.4 Surface Realization

The final stage of generation is surface realization. This is a purely linguistic level, which takes choices about words and syntactic structures made during sentence planning, and constructs a sentence using them. We illustrate this with a simple example: *a dog barks*. For this sentence, a sentence planner computes only that the sentence involves the subject *dog* and main verb *bark*, with an indefinite determiner on *dog*. The syntax of the language indicates that *dog* must precede *bark*. The morphology of the language (the rules governing which forms of a word can express which different grammatical functions) indicates that *bark* must be inflected to *barks* to match the subject *dog*. Finally, the phonology of the language (the rules governing how different sounds are used in different contexts in the language) indicates that the indefinite determiner takes the form *a* before *dog* because *dog* begins with a consonant. As this example suggests, surface realization relies on basic linguistic and computational linguistic research, and can be thought of as describing the reverse of processes performed in Natural Language Analysis.

6 Automating Maintenance Instructions

We have discussed two different approaches to sentence generation, the schema approach, which we recommended in our previous report, and the planning operator approach, which we are currently recommending. Schema approaches, based on predetermined patterns of information, are distinguished by being easier to build and having faster execution than the operator approach, but by also being less flexible and not allowing interactive modification. Although planning operators, which reason explicitly about intentions, are harder to implement and validate, they are more suitable for providing details, answering follow-up questions, and interactive modification. There are two important considerations that have affected our choice of approach and which lead us to currently favor the planning approach. The goal of allowing users to interactively modify maintenance procedures and the possibility of integrating the display of visual information with text both require a more flexible approach.

6.1 A User Interface for Planning Procedures

We envision an environment in which an instruction author can interact freely with a system that has knowledge of typical maintenance procedures and methods for modifying them, as pictured in Figure 14. This system will allow for varied methods of data presentation, ranging from animations to 2-D drawings to text, and to all combinations of these. The author will be allowed to view maintenance activity simulations, and to edit or revise such activities. The system will be able to automatically produce text corresponding to these procedures, and the author will also be able to edit and revise the text. The system will store edited and revised versions for future access, along with notes about preconditions and post-conditions as well as pros and cons that the author considers relevant. The Task Transfer process is the method by which we will link existing data sources such as CAD, CASE and LSAR with the objects in our Procedure Library (see Section 4.6), so that we can be constantly enriching it as new data becomes available. Our core planning process would be operator-based planning described in more detail below, and it would attempt to apply existing procedures to new situations. Planning agents would analyze these new situations to offer "pros" and "cons" with respect to the suitability of the existing procedure in this situation, and the author would be able to modify these comments as desired. The final choice of procedure application would be up to the author, who might choose to define new actions or procedures as potential subtasks. The resulting procedure, and any new actions, would all be stored as new PARs in the Procedure Library for future use.
This same interface would also be suitable for the initial creation of the Procedure Library, in particular for enhancing the skeletal action descriptions that can be derived from the existing technical orders.

6.2 Coordinating Visual and Verbal Information

In the mixed media approach of combining visual and verbal descriptions, each task has to be evaluated individually to determine the advantages and disadvantages of the different explanatory elements, and their displays have to be carefully coordinated. A planning based approach will facilitate a much wider range of presentation choices (customizing to user training levels, "hypertext" mode allowing more detailed explanations, animated displays of activities, et cetera), which will allow the underlying maintenance procedure representations to be used in a variety of ways.

The existing implementation that has the most to offer us in with respect to planning based approaches to generation is the WIP system, developed at the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence, DFKI, by Wahlster, André, Finkler, Profitlich, and Rist. They have demonstrated that the generation of a multimodal presentation can be considered an incremental planning process aimed at the achievement of a given communicative goal. Their system allows the generation of alternative presentations of the same content taking into consideration various contextual factors. In this way, the choices for graphics generation influence the production of text and vice versa. In order to achieve this fluid integration of graphics and text, it is necessary to extend the definition of natural language concepts such as speech acts, anaphora, and rhetorical relations, so that they can be defined with respect to graphical information as well. Since our task breakdown provides an already determined structure, we only need to consider a subset of the communicative goals considered by WIP. However, their system was only designed to accommodate static
graphical displays, so their simple state-based action representation would have to be extended to include spatio-temporal and manner information for the description of kinematic and dynamic events.

![Diagram of presentation planner and layout manager]

There are many areas of compatibility between the WIP approach and ours. As indicated in Figure 15, they rely on a Tree-Adjoining Grammar formalism for the lexico-syntactic representation as do we, and they are strongly committed to incremental processing, as are we. The presentation planner takes a domain plan, in our case it would be a maintenance task, as the goal to be presented, and performs a reasoning process to determine the optimal coordination of its visual and verbal presentation. This reasoning process relies on atomic action representations that consist of a set of action parameters and associated pre- and post-conditions, which are quite similar to our PARs.

In addition to extending WIP’s action representation to include kinematic actions, we would need to develop domain-specific diagram “wizards” that would be experts in making decisions about:

- visual presentation context (none, single image, image sequence, animation)
- diagram type (cutaway, exploded, sequence)
- diagram layout
- caption, label and arrow placement
- viewpoint selection (camera view, assembly view)
- proper tool use

Since both the visual and verbal display decisions would be organized around the same set of communicative goals, we would also have to develop heuristics and metrics for comparing which style is most effective in satisfying the goals. Examples of the kinds of tradeoffs that need to be considered were given in Section 5. The more we can predetermine the type of information that is best displayed visually or verbally, the simpler our planning process can be. For example, we will need to identify rules for determining when diagrams must be included, and for correlating task steps with progressive illustrations. A particular challenge will be the interleaving of multi-person tasks into linear documents.
7 Human Modeling Case Study

Our case study allows users to manipulate and view the geometry of an F16 Internal Fuel Tank Vent. A pop up menu appears with a list of allowable actions: open elbow coupling, slide sleeve on elbow, rotate elbow, disconnect pressure sense tube, open pressurization tube coupling, slide sleeve on pressurization tube and disconnect pressurization tube. Some actions will succeed while others will fail due to collisions between our animated human figure’s arm and the geometry or due to connections between geometry segments. For example, if the user attempts to disconnect the pressure sense tube without first creating clearance, the arm will collide with the elbow geometry.

An illustration of the attempted action and its result appears in the preceding figure. Whenever the arm collides with the fuel tank geometry, the colliding segments are temporarily highlighted.

Essentially, the user finds a feasible ordering of actions by trying various menu actions. In the example discussed previously, the user must first create clearance around the elbow in order to reach the pressure sense tube. If the user tries to rotate the elbow without first detaching the elbow coupling, he will receive an error message indicating that the elbow coupling is still attached and must be removed. The series of actions to provide clearance to the pressure sense tube are illustrated in the following figures.

First, the user must detach the elbow coupling:
Figure 17 Detaching the elbow coupling

Then, the user should slide the coupling sleeve on the elbow.

![Figure 17 Detaching the elbow coupling](image)

Figure 18 Sliding the coupling sleeve on the elbow

Finally, the user can successfully rotate the elbow:

![Figure 18 Sliding the coupling sleeve on the elbow](image)

Figure 19 Rotating the elbow

When the geometry reflects collision free access to the pressure sense tube, the menu action *disconnect pressure sense tube* will succeed. An example of the successful reach and disconnect action is illustrated in the following figure.
8 Generation of Case Study Instructions

We have simplified the original instructions (instructions 3 through 6 in Technical Order 2-14-1: “Removal of internal fuel tank vent and pressurization valve”), to avoid problems of ambiguity associated with the conjunction and. Ambiguity arises in action descriptions joined by and as to whether they are meant to convey a sequence of actions or a single complex action. All of the actions here are to be done in sequence, thus breaking sentences such as “Remove coupling and slide sleeve on elbow” into two sentences is acceptable. The modified instructions are as follows:

1. Remove the elbow coupling.
2. Slide the sleeve on the elbow.
3. Rotate the elbow to provide access around the valve.
4. Disconnect the pressure sense tube.
5. Remove the pressure sense tube.
6. Remove the pressurization tube coupling.
7. Slide the sleeve on the pressurization tube.

In order to generate these instructions with SPUD, we need information about the objects in the world, about the lexical items, and about the actions to be described.

Object information specifies each object in the world in terms of its type, its properties and its relationships to other objects in the world. (This information is already needed for the animation of actions.) For instance, information about the pressure sense tube (pstub) includes the following assertions:

\[
\begin{align*}
tube(pstub) . \\
concerns(pstub, pressure\_sense) . \\
connected(r1, stub, valve) . \\
location(r1, stub, place(around, valve)) .
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 22 Example object information: pressure sense tube

This states that pstube is a tube, that it deals with sensing pressure, that it is connected at time r1 to the valve, and that at time r1 it is located around the valve. Information of this sort must be included for all the objects that could be acted upon by an agent. This information is used by SPUD when it determines which lexical items to use in describing actions, given the state of the world.

Lexical information specifies the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of each lexical item (word or construction). A lexical item's syntax is specified by trees (described in Section 4.7) in which the lexical item can appear. Its semantics consists of a set of propositions conveying aspects of its meaning. Its pragmatics specifies the contexts in which it is appropriate to use the lexical item. For instance, lexical information for disconnect consists of the following (the $sVLnp$ tree corresponds to the tree in Figure 8):

```plaintext
name = disconnect
semantics =
  \{ agent(Action, Agent),
   during(Time, Action),
   connected(Time, Object, Other-Object),
pragmatics = \{ true \}
trees = \{ sVLnp(S,R,E,A,O,F), iVLnp(S,R,E,A,O,F) \}
```

Figure 23 Example lexical information: disconnect

This states that the lexical item disconnect appears in the trees named $sVLnp$ and $iVLnp$ and is appropriate to use in any pragmatic context. (The tree structures for $sVLnp$ and $iVLnp$ have to be provided to SPUD as well.) The semantic propositions convey that at the beginning of the action the object of the action is connected to some other object and after the action the object is no longer connected. SPUD uses information such as this to can choose the lexical items and constructions that most effectively to describe an action.

The particular actions that underlie the instructions are also specified in SPUD. Action instances (which are derived directly from PARs) record who the agent is, whether the action involves motion, what its path is, et cetera. For instance, the action instance leading to the fourth instruction ("Disconnect the pressure sense tube") looks like:

```plaintext
agent(action4, you).
during(r4, action4).
present(r4).
result(action4, r5).
free(r5, pstube).
```

Figure 24 Action instance example: Disconnect the pressure sense tube

This states that the agent of action4 is the hearer (you), that action4 takes place during the time period r4, which is the present time, that the result of action4 is the time period r5, and that in the resulting time period, the pressure sense tube is free. Matching this information, as well as information about the state of the world, against the semantics of lexical items, SPUD can choose which lexical item best describes this particular action.

Given world and domain knowledge (objects, relationships, et cetera), information associated with particular lexical items, and syntactic trees used by the lexical items, SPUD can then find the best lexical items to describe action instances and use the syntactic trees to generate grammatical sentences describing the actions. This flow of information is represented pictorially in Figure 25.
We have generated the set of the case study instructions (listed above) using SPUD. What makes SPUD a promising method of instruction generation is that subtle changes to the world information or the action information can lead SPUD to choose different lexical items. For instance, SPUD can use the same action information to generate "Disconnect the pressure sense tube" or "Remove the pressure sense tube" depending on whether or not the pressure sense tube is connected to something. Removing constraints on action instances can also lead SPUD to make different lexical and syntactic choices. For example, omitting the fact that an object will be free after an action can change an instruction which uses the verb remove into one which uses place instead. Changes to the state of the world or the richness of an underlying action specification affect the instructions that are generated by SPUD, making SPUD particularly suited to the automation of maintenance instructions.

9 Recommendations

We envision an environment in which an instruction author can interact freely with a system that has knowledge of typical maintenance procedures and methods for modifying them. This system, described in more detail in Section 6, will allow for varied methods of data presentation, ranging from animations to 2-D drawings to text. The author will be allowed to view maintenance activity simulations, and to edit or revise such activities. The system will be able to automatically produce text corresponding to these procedures, and the author will also be able to edit and revise the text. The system will store edited and revised versions for future access, along with notes about preconditions and post-conditions, as well as pros and cons that the author considers relevant. Extensions to our current implementation which have the highest priority with respect to moving towards this type of system are given below:

- Enriched CAD representations will not naturally (nor quickly) arise from the standards community nor from the CAD vendors; AMI must lead in establishing data requirements.
- Parameterized Action Representation (PAR) provides the key to information about the semantics of procedures, their object-specific, kinematic, dynamic, and process characteristics, and human performance in context. We recommend that extensions to the PAR into non-geometric objects be pursued in a subsequent study.
- Human modeling and task planners are needed to fully model the complexity of human-machine interactions for maintenance.
• The variety of actions and situations needs to be expanded, both in terms of modeling them and in terms of the necessary lexical resources.

• The list of actions should include more actions involving dynamics as well as a wider range of kinematics. Situations should include those that involve independent processes. Corresponding lexical resources should be developed to encode the syntactic constructions needed to realize the expanded variety of actions and situations. We recommend a lexicalized grammar approach, which can build on BBN's semantic grammar approach, because of its greater flexibility and portability.

• The generation system needs to be extended in several ways. First, it should be able to use a verb classification indexing of the LTAG trees, which would support a flexible mapping between communicative goals and lexical realization. Second, it should be able to generate descriptions of actions that extend over multiple clauses. Finally, it needs to be scaled up to handle the large grammars and the large number of communicative goals that will be needed to generate the full range of maintenance instructions.

• The state-space action representation of the WIP planning interface for the coordination of visual and verbal information needs to be extended to include kinematic and dynamic actions. The interface needs to be extended to allow for revision of existing procedures and input of new procedures. The task breakdown provides a suitable structure for guiding the planning process, simplifying somewhat the decision process.

The major research challenges involve the modeling of dynamic actions and the development of causal models. Dynamic actions need to be modeled in terms of the exertion of force and its impact on the state of world, a complex problem that has yet to be fully explored. Causal models need to be developed in order to model actions that involve process control situations, where independent processes and forces are at work. Causal models are especially important for the generation of the cautions and warnings that appear in maintenance instructions.

10 Glossary

accomplishment—a type of action that has a preparatory activity and a culmination; e.g. "remove"

action description—the presentation or account of an action in a Natural Language text

action instance—an instantiation of an action representation for a particular action

action representation—data structure to hold information about actions

activity—a type of action that has no inherent termination; e.g. "walk"

adjective—a modifier of a noun, the red coat, the smooth surface.

adjunct/argument—an optional verb argument such as a temporal or path prepositional phrase

adjunction—the operation of combining an optional auxiliary phrase, such as a prepositional phrase or a relative clause, with an initial elementary tree

adverb—a modifier of a verb, he pulled gently on the housing.

atelic—an unbounded action, without an inherent endpoint

boundary representation—a family of methods for representing objects by covering their surfaces (boundaries) with planar polygons or curved surface patches.

bounded—an action having an having an endpoint

CAD—Computer-Aided Design: software systems used to create 2- and 3-dimensional computer models and drawings of physical objects.

CASE—Computer-Aided System Engineering: software systems used to create and simulate schematic or process models of physical systems (electrical, structural, hydraulic, etc.).
causative—a verb form with an explicit external agent causing an action, as in *The general marched the soldiers around the field*.

c coerce—the application of a verb to an argument it would not normally take which requires an adjustment of either the meaning of the verb or the argument, as in *The teapot sang happily on the stove*.

conative—a construction that inserts an at preposition in between the verb and the object of a transitive verb in order to indicate an attempted but not necessarily completed action; ex., *John shoved at the filing cabinet with all his strength, but couldn’t budge it*.

construction—a linguistic structure, such as a prepositional phrase.

**Constructive Solid Geometry**—a method for representing 3-dimensional objects out of volumes which may be combined by union ("glueing"), intersection (the area common to both simultaneously), and difference ("material removal").

**CORBA**—Common Object Request Broker Architecture: an emerging standard for sharing object-oriented data models across applications and systems.

culmination—the endpoint of an action or event which has a change of state associated with it.

decimation—the process of reducing the polygon count in a boundary representation model as that it is more compact in storage and faster to display or manipulate.

dynamic—involving forces or torques.

**enablement relationship**—a relationship between actions; one action enables another action if doing the former (enabling) action allows the doing of the latter (enabled) action, and the latter could not be successfully initiated and performed with some enabling action (e.g. unlocking the door enables opening it)

**feature-structure**—a data structure made up of has feature-value (property) pairs (e.g. <action-type = activity>)

**form feature**—an term used to describe some named aspect of shape in a geometric model, such as a hole, filet, profile, etc.

**function feature**—part of an object that must be identified for understanding how the object functions or fits into a larger process, e.g., intake port, fuel container, conduit, etc.

**generation relationship**—a relationship between actions; one action generates another action if doing the generating action also does the generated action, and no other action is needed for the generated action to have been performed (e.g. unscrewing the lid generates opening the jar)

**hearer model**—representation of the hearer (what the hearer knows about, etc.).

**hierarchic plan**—a task sequence whose members are themselves tasks, and so on.

**IGES**—Initial Graphics Exchange Specification: a standard format for exchanging geometric shape data, usually in boundary representation form, between CAD systems.

**inchoative**—denoting the beginning of an action, state, or event.

**intransitive**—a verb with one argument, *the wheel rotates*.

kinematic—involving motion.

**lexical choice**—deciding which words are the most appropriate to describe an action, event, state, or object.

**lexical item or entry**—a word in the lexicon and information about it.

**Lexicalized TAG**—Tree Adjoining Grammar in which each (elementary) tree is anchored by at least one lexical item.

**maintenance access solids**—the solid representation of the path and volume occupied over time by an object as it is extricated and removed from its attachment position.
**manipulation feature**—part of an object that must be identified for proper grasping and manipulation by an agent.

**PAR**—Parameterized Action Representation used to define objects, actions, and their connection with human abilities; they are parameterized so that they can be used in various contexts in general rather than having a specific procedure for each conceivable case.

**PDES/STEP**—Product Data Exchange using STEP; STandard for the Exchange of Product model data; an ISO standard for geometric and manufacturing data exchange between CAD and certain types of application programs.

**pragmatic context**—the communicative goals and world knowledge that hold in the current situation

**predicate-argument structure**—a verb and its required arguments

**purpose clause**—clause which expresses the purpose of the action described in the main clause of a sentence; in formal syntax, a purpose clause is an infinitival "to" clause attached to a verb phrase.

**realization**—syntactic expression of semantic or pragmatic information

**referring expression**—linguistic form that is used to pick out an entity in the world; an anaphoric referring expression is an abbreviated linguistic form which depends on contextual information in order to pick out an entity.

**semantics**—having to do with the meaning of a word or string of words.

**semantic context**—what meanings exist in the current situation (e.g. the semantics of the current action)

**spatial planner**—a system that reasons with or derives various measurements from geometric models.

**state-space**—a way of viewing actions primarily in terms of state changes they bring about

**substitution**—the combination of two elementary trees, one of which has a substitution site labelled with node N, and the other of which is the elementary tree for N.

**syntactic**—having to do with grammatical structure

**telic**—having an endpoint.

**termination**—the endpoint of an action or event

**transitive**—a verb with two arguments, *John pushed the filing cabinet*.

**Tree Adjoining Grammar**—grammar formalism based on the combination of trees which represent syntactic information. TAGs are more "powerful" than phrase-structure grammars—i.e., "weakly context sensitive" rather than "context free"—so they can provide an efficient account of a wider range of linguistic constructions.

**unbounded**—an action without an inherent endpoint, *the wheel rotates*.

**VRML**—the Virtual Reality Modeling Language that is designed to transfer 3D models and animations across the WWW.

**world knowledge**—common or shared knowledge about the world

**world model**—representation of the world (objects and their relations to each other, etc.)
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